Sources of uncertainty in calculating mortality and morbidity attributable to air pollution.
Quantifying the burden of illness and mortality from air pollution exposure relies on statistical estimates and other assumptions that have inherent uncertainties. Through an intensive study in Hamilton, Canada, this study illustrates for policymakers the sensitivity of health effect estimates to a wide range of possible uncertainties. Dose-response relationships were derived based on pooled and averaged estimates published in the scientific literature from 1997 to 2001. These estimates were applied to local air pollution, mortality, and hospital admissions data for the years 1995-1999. The data were adjusted to reflect uncertainties in the current state of knowledge, including (1) baseline pollution, (2) single versus multipollutant effects, (3) local or pooled estimates, and (4) chronic effects. The estimates of mortality ranged from 96 to 374 annual deaths, while admissions ranged from 139 to 607 respiratory and from 479 to 2000 cardiovascular admissions. Chronic fine particle exposure resulted in 232 annual deaths. As conclusions, first, there should be an effort to reach a consensus on reporting scientific findings from air pollution studies using standardized study designs and reporting formats. Second, given the sensitivity of the estimates to underlying assumptions, an immediate need exists for widely accepted burden of illness and mortality estimation conventions. Third, many areas of air pollution research require considerable refinement before complete estimates can be ascribed.